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SYSTEM FOR ENERGY HARVESTING

AND/OR GENERATION, STORAGE, AND

DELIVERY

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of the filing of U.S.
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/756,876, entitled
"System for Energy Harvesting and/or Generation, Storage,
and Delivery", filed on Jan. 5, 2006, and U.S. Provisional
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/824,755, entitled "Circuits for
Energy Harvesting and/or Generation, Storage, and Deliv-
ery", filed on Sep. 6, 2006.

The application is related to U.S. Provisional PatentAppli-
cation Ser. No. 60/824,749, entitled "Electric Double Layer
Capacitors Having Low Equivalent Series Resistance", filed
on Sep. 6, 2006, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/796,329,
entitled "Lithium Ion Battery", filed on Mar. 8, 2004, U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 10/796,532, entitled "MEMS
Electrochemical Power System", filed on Mar. 8, 2004, U.S.
Pat. No. 6,861,170, entitled "Volumetric Micro Batteries",
and U.S. Pat. No. 6,621,687, entitled "Micro- Supercapaci-
tor". The specifications and claims of all of the above patents
and patent applications are incorporated herein by reference.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

The U.S. Government has a paid-up license in this inven-
tion and the right in limited circumstances to require the
patent owner to license others on reasonable terms as pro-
vided for by the terms of Contract Nos. W31 P4Q-04-C-R346
awarded by DARPA, FA8650-05-C-2613 awarded by AFRL,
and NNL06AA06C awarded by NASA.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention (Technical Field)
The present invention is related to miniature systems for

harvesting, generating, storing, and delivering energy, and
implementation thereof.

2. Background Art

Note that the following discussion refers to a number of
publications and references. Discussion of such publications
herein is given for more complete background of the scientific
principles and is not to be construed as an admission that such
publications are prior art for patentability determination pur-
poses.

Wireless sensors and networks of wireless sensors will be
used to 1) monitor the structural health of buildings, bridges
and aircraft, etc.; 2) monitor the environment, such as in
domestic and commercial buildings, and military and home-
land security installations; and 3) control industrial processes
for increased autonomy, as well as for other tasks. These
systems will find use in factory automation, process and envi-
ronmental control, security, medicine, and condition-based
maintenance, as well as in defense applications and intelli-
gence gathering. Widespread use of wireless sensors will
improve safety, increase security, lower heating, ventilation
and cooling (HVAC) costs, and increase manufacturing effi-
ciency.

Such wireless sensor systems will typically: 1) require
numerous individual devices (known as nodes or motes) to
provide comprehensive monitoring capability; 2) be located
in inaccessible places and 3) require long intervals between
scheduled maintenance. Periodic maintenance, such as

2
replacing batteries, would clearly increase operating costs
(often to prohibitive levels), and could be inconvenient, at
best, if it required interruption of a continuous process. For
some remote, hostile, or inaccessible locations, any mainte-

5 nance may be impossible to perform. In the immediate future,
energy management and improved battery technologies may
mitigate some of these issues, but in the long term there is
clearly a need to develop an energy source that can last years
with little or no maintenance.

10 Miniaturized turbines and micro-fuel cells have been pro-
posed as means of meeting long term energy delivery needs
for wireless devices. While these systems exploit the high
energy density of hydrocarbon fuels, for example, these sys-
tems are inherently limited by the need for a means of storing

15 and delivering a consistent fuel supply, as well as advanced
thermal management to safely remove waste heat. These
challenges can be overcome; however, the plumbing and
additional system engineering (also known as the balance of
plant) adds considerably to the overall size and complexity of

20 such systems.
There are additional challenges with micro-fuel cells. Most

types use hydrogen fuel, as protons diffuse through an elec-
trolyte more easily than other ions. Storing molecular hydro-
gen presents significant scientific and engineering chal-

25 lenges, and so most systems use other fuels such as
hydrocarbons, methanol or formic acid, or natural gas that
must be reformed with steam at high temperature (600° C.) to
yield hydrogen and CO. These reformers again add engineer-
ing complexity and require extensive insulation for both

30 safety and efficient operation. Furthermore, reported data for
micro-fuel cells indicate maximum peak power densities on
the order of 50MW/cm2 but with a duration of less than 100
ms. These challenges ensure that combustion and micro-fuel
cell power systems will be unable to meet the volumetric

35 energy and power densities needed for severely volume-con-
strained applications.

Energy harvesters that garner ambient environmental
energy (such as light, vibrations, etc.) and convert it to elec-
trical energy are attractive solutions for wireless sensors as

40 they do not need to be replaced, recharged or refueled. Of
course, they do not function in the absence of ambient energy
(analogous to solar cells at night), and so an energy harvesting
power supply must be designed to include some kind of
energy storage that can provide back-up power in such situ-

45 ations.
Storage of the energy generated may be accomplished

using conventional capacitors, which have very limited
energy storage capability (E– 2CV2, where the capacitance,
C, is typically on the order of a few hundred microfarads, and

50 V=3-5V). This approach leaves the system vulnerable to
interruptions in the ambient energy source. Although batter-
ies and or supercapacitors have been proposed as alternative
storage devices, no design has effectively accommodated the
low power available from small energy harvester devices.

55 Conventional battery chargers, for example, will not operate
at the low power levels delivered by energy harvesters, and,
besides, even in they could, they would waste too much of the
input energy. Further, no existing system discloses the use of
optimum energy storage elements for different functions (e.g.

6o back-up power, pulse power, etc.).
Finally, a major challenge that faces wireless sensor nodes

is the asymmetry of the power demands of sensing, process-
ing, communication and sleep functions—on the order of four
orders of magnitude. Because communication functions draw

65 relatively high power levels (typically from tens to a few
hundred milliwatts), wireless sensor nodes are designed to
communicate infrequently (for example, once a minute to
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4
once an hour), reverting to a low-power sleep state to extend

	
pump. The supercapacitors are preferably recharged from the

battery life. In order to meet high power communications
	

charge pump when power from the energy source is available,
loads, the usual approach is to design a power source large

	
and preferably recharged from the battery when power from

enough to handle the highest power load. Unfortunately,	the energy source is unavailable.
energy harvesting devices and batteries typically have low 5	An object of the present invention is to provide a system for
power densities, and so power sources are typically oversized

	
harvesting, generating, storing, and delivering energy, par-

for most of the operating needs of the system.	 ticularly for remote applications.
There is, therefore, a need for a simple and compact system

	
An advantage of the present invention is that it can effec-

which combines energy generation via harvesting of ambient
	

tively store charge from very low power or low voltage energy
energy sources with energy storage to provide back-up power, io sources while still providing power to a load at higher volt-
and deliver high power pulses as needed.	 ages.

Other objects, advantages and novel features, and further
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION (DISCLOSURE

	
scope of applicability of the present invention will be set forth

OF THE INVENTION)
	

in part in the detailed description to follow, taken in conjunc-
15 tion with the accompanying drawings, and in part will

The present invention is a method for delivering power to a
	

become apparent to those skilled in the art upon examination
load, the method comprising the steps of collecting charge	of the following, or may be learned by practice of the inven-
from an energy source, boosting the voltage of the collected

	
tion. The objects and advantages of the invention may be

charge with a charge pump, controllably charging a superca-	realized and attained by means of the instrumentalities and
pacitor to a threshold voltage, controllably charging a battery 20 combinations particularly pointed out in the appended
from the supercapacitor, and delivering power from the super-	claims.
capacitor to a load. The voltage of the collected charge is
preferably less than half of the threshold voltage, and option-

	BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

ally approximately one fourth of the threshold voltage. The
threshold voltage is preferably programmable. The method 25	The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated into

preferably further comprises the step of switching a second
	

and form a part of the specification, illustrate several embodi-

supercapacitor from being in parallel with the supercapacitor
	ments of the present invention and, together with the descrip-

to being in series with the supercapacitor, which step prefer-
	tion, serve to explain the principles of the invention. The

ably comprises delivering power at a delivery voltage, pref-
	

drawings are only for the purpose of illustrating a preferred

erably approximately twice the threshold voltage, higher than 30 embodiment of the invention and are not to be construed as

the threshold voltage to the load or to charge the battery. The
	

limiting the invention. In the drawings:

method preferably further comprising the step of switching at
	

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of the

least two capacitors in the charge pump from being in parallel
	

present invention;

to being in series. The step of controllably charging a super-
	FIG. 2 is a comparison of battery discharge under i) pulsed

capacitor preferably comprises adjusting the rate of the 35 load, ii) continuous averaged load, and iii) pulsed load with

switching step based on a parameter selected from the group
	supercapacitor;

consisting of the charging rate of the supercapacitor and the
	

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing control electronics;

power level of the energy source. The method preferably
	

FIG. 4(a) is a graph showing solar cell output voltage under

further comprises the step of conditioning charge pump gate
	

increasing pulse loads;

voltages, preferably comprising saturating one or more FETs 40	FIG. 4(b) is a graph showing the output voltage from a solar

in the charge pump. The method preferably further comprises
	cell and supercapacitor in parallel;

the step of recharging the supercapacitor from the charge
	

FIG. 4(c) is a graph comparing voltage droop under load

pump when power from the energy source is available, and
	

for a lithium battery and a lithium battery and supercapacitor

preferably further comprises the step of recharging the super-
	

in parallel;

capacitor from the battery when power from the energy 45	FIG. 5 displays circuits for implementing the present

source is unavailable.	 invention;

The present invention is also an apparatus for delivering
	

FIG. 6 depicts Voltage Charge Pump and FET Gate Con-

power to a load, the apparatus comprising at least one energy
	

ditioner circuits of the present invention;

source, a charge pump for boosting a voltage of charge col-
	FIG. 7 shows a voltage output and doubling circuit of the

lected from the energy source, a control module, abattery, and 50 present invention; and

one or more supercapacitors for charging the battery and
	

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing a backup battery charg-
delivering power to a load, wherein the control module con-

	
ing module.

trols charging of the supercapacitors to a threshold voltage by
the charge pump. The voltage of the collected charge is pref-

	 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

erably less than half of the threshold voltage, and optionally 55	 EMBODIMENTS

approximately one fourth of the threshold voltage. The con-
trol module is preferably programmable. The supercapacitors

	
BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE

are preferably switched to being arranged in series for deliv-
	 INVENTION

ering power at a delivery voltage higher than the threshold
voltage to the load or to charge the battery. The delivery 60	The system of the present invention is a compact long
voltage is optionally approximately twice the threshold volt-

	
lifetime power source which will enable the implementation

age. The control module preferably adjusts the rate of switch-	of many applications, including but not limited to wireless
ing capacitors in the charge pump based on a parameter

	
network systems, that will no longer require battery changes

selected from the group consisting of the charging rate of the
	

or replacement. The present invention preferably comprises
supercapacitors and the power level of the energy source. The 65 several components including energy storage (including but
apparatus preferably further comprises a FET gate condi-	not limited to batteries and supercapacitors), energy harvest-
tioner circuit for saturating one or more FETs in the charge

	
ing and/or generation sources (including but not limited to
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vibrational (piezoelectric, capacitive or inductive), thermal

	
charge the storage devices. Energy generation and/or harvest-

(thermoelectric), radioisotope (betavoltaic), solar (photovol-
	

ing may be accomplished using a hardware component which
taic), fuel cells, microcombustion, or biochemical sources),	is capable of converting ambient energy into electrical
and ultra-low power electronics for functions including but

	
energy. The present invention may contain one or more units

not limited to charging of energy storage devices, power 5 of the same type of energy harvesting hardware (for example,
conditioning, rectification, power management, monitoring

	
two vibration harvesters), or contain a combination of two or

state of charge, and/or voltage step-up. The present invention
	

more pieces of hardware capable of different types of energy
may be configured using different combinations of the above

	
harvesting (for example one piece of hardware harvests vibra-

components depending on the intended application. The
	

tional energy while another piece of hardware harvests ther-
energy harvesting component will generate power from the io mal energy). Using two or more energy harvesting compo-
ambient environment, which power is then preferably stored

	
nents may provide higher levels of available power and/or

in the energy storage components. The ultra-low power elec-	may decrease the likelihood that the system will be subjected
tronics preferably control how this power is used or delivered.	to periods of time with no available harvestable ambient
The present invention can be packaged in many common

	
energy.

form factors (battery sizes such as AA, AAA, C, D, 9V, etc), 15	The electrical energy from the harvester(s) is stored, ini-
as well as in custom sizes, and are preferably capable of

	
tially, in a supercapacitor (or supercapacitors), then in a

plugging directly into a wireless system/component, just like
	

rechargeable battery. These two energy storage devices pro-
a battery, in order to provide a long lifetime power source.	vide complementary features: supercapacitors deliver energy

The present invention preferably combines energy harvest-	efficiently (high specific power), while batteries store energy
ing, energy storage in (for example) batteries and superca-  20 efficiently and so provide back-up power when the harvester
pacitors, and ultra-low power electronics to condition the

	
is not providing enough power. The supercapacitors in the

output from the harvester and carefully charge the storage
	

system of the present invention are preferably used as the first
devices. Batteries (or microbatteries) provide back-up energy

	
stage energy storage component because they can be dis-

to accommodate periods without ambient energy, while
	

charged and recharged more efficiently and more often than
supercapacitors (or microsupercapacitors) provide excellent 25 batteries, and are also preferably used for energy delivery
power delivery capabilities to handle high and/or pulsed

	
because of their low impedance.

loads. The electronics circuitry is preferably designed to draw
	

A low-power digital control module (DCM) preferably
only a very small portion of the harvested energy so that the

	
monitors the state of charge (SOC) of both the battery and

remainder may be directed for storage, as described above, or
	

supercapacitor(s), and simultaneously dynamically adjusts
for immediate use by the system it is powering. Furthermore, 30 the operation of the charging module to accommodate any
once it is fully charged, the battery can be switched out of the

	
fluctuations in the level of energy delivered by the

circuit to serve as a back-up source, and the energy generated
	

harvester(s). The Digital Control Module is preferably pro-
by the harvester is then preferably used to power the applica-	grammable and preferably comprises a microcontroller. As
tion load (i.e., sensor) and accommodate any charge leakage

	
used throughout the specification and claims, the term "con-

in the supercapacitor.	 35 trol module" means a DCM, an ultra-low power microcon-
Because it is harvesting energy from its environment, the

	
troller, a low power Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),

present invention provides a long-lived energy source, far
	

a low power microprocessor, programmable logic designed
out-lasting conventional batteries. The system may be

	
into an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), and

designed to have a custom form factor or to fit a standard
	

the like. The charging module in the present invention pref-
battery configuration, including but not limited to AA, AAA, 40 erably comprises a charge pump, but could include other
9V, Li123, C, D, and others, so it can be used in systems

	
devices and architectures such as piezoelectric transformers,

already configured for these types of batteries with little to no
	

do-dc converters and the like. Should the incoming energy not
modification. Moreover, as advanced packaging and integra-

	
be sufficient to recharge the supercapacitors, the control mod-

tion technologies deliver smaller sensor nodes, the present
	

ule preferably switches in the battery to maintain charge on
invention is also expected to evolve through similar miniatur-  45 the supercapacitor. Because energy harvesters only produce
ization strategies and will, therefore, be compatible with

	
very small amounts of power, this circuitry (the charge pump,

future generations of miniaturized sensors.	 in particular) preferably operates extremely efficiently to
As used throughout the specification and claims, the term

	
transfer as much of the available power as possible to the

"battery" means battery, microbattery, thin film battery, and
	

energy storage devices without wasting it in the charger.
the like, whetherplanar or volumetric. As used throughout the 50	The use of a control module imparts capabilities to the
specification and claims, the term "supercapacitor" means

	
system that conventional power sources such as batteries and

capacitor, supercapacitor, micro supercapacitor, microcapaci-	other energy harvesting power supplies do not provide. For
tor, ultracapacitor, electric double layer capacitor (EDLC),	example, in addition to monitoring the SOC and the input
and the like. As used throughout the specification and claims,	energy source, it can provide state of health monitoring for the
the term "energy source" means an energy harvester or energy 55 whole system, as well as communication with the host sensor
generator, such as vibrational (including piezoelectric, elec-	or application. For example, with appropriate sensor hard-
trostatic and inductive methods), thermal (thermoelectric),	ware, the control module may optionally detect a sharp tem-
solar (various forms of photovoltaics), radioisotope, chemi-	perature excursion or an unusual vibration pattern that may
cal, biochemical, fuel cell, microturbine, adenosine triphos-

	
indicate a tamper event, optionally triggering power down.

phate (ATP) converters (ATP is a biomolecule able to store 6o For sensors, communications with the host sensor mote could
and transport chemical energy within cells), magnetic, elec-	enable sophisticated system management capabilities not
tromagnetic (or RF) induction (EMI), and microcombustion

	
possible with other power solutions. For example, the com-

generators and the like.	 plex interaction of SOC and input energy variables may be
FIG. 1 shows a broad schematic of the present system,	used to determine whether the sensor should enter power

which preferably comprises three sections: energy harvesting 65 conservation or power down modes.
and/or generation (E/H), energy storage, and control elec-

	
As discussed, energy storage is preferably accomplished

tronics to rectify the input power (if necessary) and safely
	

using at least one secondary (rechargeable) battery (including
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but not limited to lithium-ion, lithium polymer, thin film

	
of the incoming power. Small scale energy harvesters that are

lithium ion, nickel metal hydride (NiMH), and nickel/cad-	of interest for use in wireless sensors and other microsystems
mium (NiCd)) preferably in combination with at least one

	
generally deliver low levels of power (typically on the order

supercapacitor (also known as an ultracapacitor or electro-	of a few hundred microWatts). It is important that the charg-
chemical double layer capacitor (EDLC), comprising, for 5 ing and power management circuitry delivers as much of that
example, aqueous or organic based electrolyte chemistries

	
power as possible to the energy storage or the sensor device

and symmetric or asymmetric types). The energy storage
	

rather than consuming it in its own operation.
components of the present invention preferably store the

	
The circuitry preferably comprises a charge-switching

energy generated by the harvester components for use at a
	

module for charging a supercapacitor energy storage device
later time. The different characteristics of batteries and super- io and a battery charging circuit, controlled by the control mod-
capacitors make them suitable for different functions of

	
ule. Energy for operation of the control module is preferably

energy storage and delivery. If the energy must be stored for
	

stored in an intermediate energy storage device, for example
a long time, and released slowly, for example as back-up in

	
a conventional capacitor (typically a few µF to a few hundred

case there is no harvestable ambient energy (e.g., at night
	

µF). The charge switching module preferably prevents irre-
when the energy harvester is a solar cell), a battery would be 15 versible damage to the supercapacitors (for example C19 and
the preferred energy storage device. If the energy must be

	
C21 in FIG. 7) by carefully controlling their charging in order

delivered quickly, as in a pulse for a radio frequency (RF)
	

to avoid overcharging them past a desired threshold voltage,
communication module, but long term storage is not critical,	preferably approximately 33V. During charging, superca-
use of a supercapacitor is preferable. The system can employ

	
pacitor C21 optionally provides low-voltage power to the

i) a battery (or several microbatteries) alone, ii) a superca-  20 load, or alternatively the control module may optionally
pacitor (or supercapacitors) alone, or iii) any combination of

	
switch output power off until the supercapacitors reach the

batteries, microbatteries and supercapacitors appropriate for
	

desired charging threshold.
the application of interest.	 Connecting a supercapacitor directly to an energy source

Improvements in materials, construction, etc. for lithium
	

delivering voltage V will draw a current I equal to V/ESR,
ion and some lithium polymer batteries are resulting in 25 where ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the superca-
devices that are capable of delivering pulsed loads as well as

	
pacitor (typically a few Ohms, and ideally «1 Q). As a low

steady state loads. These devices may be capable of fulfilling
	

ESR is a desirable characteristic of supercapacitors for power
both back up and pulse load delivery functions which are

	
delivery, the supercapacitor would draw a high instantaneous

currently preferably accomplished using a combination of
	

current, overloading the energy source. As the system of the
microbatteries and supercapacitors. However, as shown in 30 present invention may sit on the shelf for some time before
FIG. 2, in order to maximize the life of the battery, separate

	
being deployed, it is not possible to store the supercapacitor in

devices preferably fulfill these functions. FIG. 2 shows pulsed
	

the charged state, and the charge-switching module prefer-
load delivery from a CR2320 lithium coin cell; the pulses are

	
ably controls the current draw in order to prevent damaging

105 mW with  1.5 second pulsewidth and 5 second repetition
	

the generator on initial deployment.
rate. The lifetime of the battery when used with a superca-  35	Once they are fully charged, the supercapacitors then pref-
pacitor is greatly increased over that of a battery when used

	
erably serve as an energy "cache" for charging the battery.

alone.	 This keeps the average current draw very low. Before charg-
The present invention may use commercially available

	
ing the battery, the parallel supercapacitors are preferably

(off-the-shelf) batteries and supercapacitors or custom
	

intermittently switched in series to increase the voltage. Then
designed devices depending on the anticipated usage param- 40 the battery, for example a Li-Ion battery, is charged, prefer-
eters of the system. Parameters that may influence energy

	
ably in two stages. First, a constant current charge increases

storage selection include the power profile, availability and
	

the battery voltage until a target voltage (for example 4.2V),
consistency of ambient energy and environmental conditions

	
preferably monitored by the control module, is reached. This

such as temperature and humidity. Moreover, some novel thin
	

stage usually delivers about 70% of the total capacity of the
film batteries exist, both as research devices and commercial 45 battery. The battery is then trickle-charged at a constant volt-
products (e.g., Oak Ridge Micro and PowerPaper). These

	
age. Charging is typically terminated once the current level

devices tend to have high discharge rate (high power) capa-
	

falls below 10% of the initial charging current.
bility, but their capacity values on a per unit area basis are low,	By employing a control module that operates at extremely
meaning that large footprint devices are needed to meet useful

	
low power, various functions or conditions of the present

energy storage capabilities. For certain applications, these 50 system can be periodically monitored both during the charg-
devices may prove to be appropriate. One embodiment of the

	
ing cycles and during operation, including but not limited to

present invention may combine a volumetric battery for
	

the state of charge of both the battery and supercapacitor and
energy back-up with a thin film battery in place of the super-	whether or not the generator is producing power. Once the
capacitor to provide pulse power.	 battery is fully charged it may be removed from the circuit so

FIG. 3 shows a more detailed block diagram of the device. 55 that the present invention provides power to the sensor or
The circuitry will operate for both AC (e.g., vibration, rota-	other load via the energy source and supercapacitor(s) only. If
tional) and DC (e.g., solar, thermal) sources. An incoming AC

	
the control module detects that the energy cell has ceased to

signal is rectified preferably using low forward-bias-voltage
	

provide power (e.g. during periods of darkness in the case of
diodes to minimize losses. These may comprise silicon

	
a solar cell, or in the case that ambient vibrations cease), then

Schottky diodes, germanium p-n diodes or other specially 60 the control module preferably switches in the battery to pro-
engineered components. The control electronics circuitry pri-	vide back-up power. In this case, the battery preferably trickle
marily fulfills two functions: determining how the energy

	
charges the supercapacitor and provides quiescent power to

generated by the energy-harvesting component is to be
	

the sensor until the ambient energy source is restored. The
directed (to storage and/or directly to the load) and safely and

	
battery is preferably designed to be able to store sufficient

efficiently charging the energy storage devices without over- 65 energy to provide back-up power for the entire time the sys-
loading, overcharging, or otherwise damaging them or the

	
tem is anticipated to be without ambient energy. This time

generator. It is preferred that the circuits consume very little
	

would vary for different applications, but may range from a
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few hours to several days or weeks. In the event that the stored

energy in the battery drops below a predetermined level, a low

battery condition is preferably communicated to the sensor,

allowing the sensor to shut down or go into a power conser-

vation mode, for example.

Finally, current is preferably delivered to the load through

the supercapacitor which can supply both steady state and
high power pulse current, depending on the demand from the
load. For steady state operation, the energy source (or the
battery if there is no energy from the generator or harvester)
preferably delivers energy to trickle charge the supercapaci-
tor, and compensates for the energy delivered to the load or
lost through the supercapacitor's internal leakage. As dis-
cussed previously, the supercapacitors' low impedance
makes them well suited for delivering high power bursts when
needed by the load.

Thus, the present invention preferably utilizes one or more
supercapacitors as primary energy storage devices, and one or
more batteries as secondary energy storage devices, which
are preferably used to recharge the supercapacitor(s). The
primary energy storage device preferably provides a higher
power output than the secondary storage device, while the
secondary storage device provides a greater total energy stor-
age than the primary device. That is, the load is preferably
powered only from the supercapacitor(s), and not from the
battery. The supercapacitors can deliver both pulsed and
steady state power, depending on the requirements of the
load, and have higher power delivery and lower Equivalent
Series Resistance than the battery, thereby increasing effi-
ciency (especially for pulsed power applications). In the
present invention, the battery (secondary storage device) is
used to charge the supercapacitor(s) (primary storage device).
This configuration also permits the use of supercapacitors
with reduced capacitances, and thus reduced leakages,
enabling charging from low power energy sources.

Preferred features, advantages and benefits of the present
invention, listed in Table 1, address concerns that manufac-
turers and end users of wireless sensors and other applications
have identified as potential barriers to adoption of this kind of
technology. For example, while not having to change batter-
ies periodically is desirable for many wireless sensor appli-
cations, the vulnerability of energy harvesting to a lack of
ambient energy (e.g., darkness for solar cells) is also concern
for many users. The present invention addresses these con-
cerns at low cost.

TABLE I

Feature Advantage Benefit

Harvests ambient No need to change batteries, Reduced system
energy recharge, or refuel maintenance costs
Provides steady Enables cold start, offers Reduces system

state, pulse and redundancy in the case of vulnerability and

back-up power ambient energy failure, system size
and efficiently delivers

pulse power
Small form factor Can be designed into standard Can be plugged in

or custom shapes to customers'

existing products
Flexible source Similar products can be Flexible, broad

of input energy used in different applications product line that

with little reengineering can be used in

different
environments -

e.g., industrial,
commercial, and

residential

Circuit Diagrams
Electronics of the present invention preferably convert

ultra-low power from environmental sources into higher volt-
age, high power output power with smart, programmable

5 control. The present invention preferably accepts eitherAC or
DC power input with voltages as low as approximately 1.5V,
and current as low as approximately 5-15 QA, and preferably
employ dynamic self-modification of the conversion control
to efficiently convert and store the input energy in high energy

io density supercapacitors and backup batteries. The voltage
regulation of the present invention is preferably not depen-
dent on the maximum voltage supplied by the energy source
used, and is preferably programmable to provide steady state
DC output voltages up to 5VDC or greater with current output

15 many orders of magnitude greater than that of the input after
storage. The present invention is preferably programmable to
provide any desired voltage (not only one or two discrete
voltages), either at the time of delivery or in the field. Thus the
same system can be used for a wide range of loads and energy

20 storage elements suitable for use in different applications.
As shown in FIG. 5, the present invention preferably

accepts and rectifies AC or DC current input into an initial
charge storage capacitor. The present device also preferably
uses a charge pump with dynamically self-modifying switch

25 rates to very efficiently transfer the charge into one, two, or
more high-energy-density capacitors (or supercapacitors) at
up to about four times the highest input voltage. The dynamic
switch rate of the charge pump is preferably controlled by the
control module. The control module preferably measures the

so relevant voltages and controls the switching rate of the charge
pump, the final voltage level of the stored energy, and the
charging of the backup battery module.

The control module preferably dynamically controls the
operation of the charge pump to efficiently store very low

35 power energy from the energy source(s). For dynamic control
of the charge pump switch rate, the control module preferably
periodically measures the supercapacitor voltage and com-
putes the rate-of-change of the voltage. If the rate is above a
specified level, the switch rate is preferably kept sufficiently

4o high to pump as much charge as is available. If the voltage
rate-of-change falls below that level, the switch rate is pref-
erably correspondingly decreased so that the charge pump
supercapacitors can maintain 90% of the highest voltage level
prior to switching. As the supercapacitor voltage increases,

45 the potential differences in the charge pump decrease, and so
the control module preferably further decreases the switch
rate in order to accumulate as much charge as possible in the
switching capacitors prior to the switch cycle. Also, if the
current available at the source increases, the control module

50 preferably senses this as the voltage storage rate increases,
and preferably increases the switch rate dynamically as
before, in order to take advantage of the greater available
quantity of charge flow.

If more than one supercapacitor is used, the supercapaci-
55 tors, when charged to the programmed final voltage level,

may optionally be switched in series to provide twice the
voltage for subsequent backup battery charging via the bat-
tery charging circuit, or for higher voltage output. Power
output (on or off) and battery charging is preferably con-

60 trolled by the control module. When input power is unavail-
able, the control module may be programmed to turn off the
output or recharge the supercapacitors from the backup bat-
tery module for continued operation.

In general, the charge pump of the present invention stores
65 low level charge obtained from the energy source(s) and

boosts the voltage, enabling the supercapacitor to charge at
the higher voltage level. In contrast, the charging voltage of
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many existing systems is limited to the output voltage of the
energy source, whatever that may be. For low power energy
sources, for example a solar cell exposed only to low light,
this voltage may not be sufficient to charge the supercapacitor
to its threshold voltage (for example due to leakage of the
supercapacitor). Thus these other systems simply won't work
with low voltage or low power energy sources. The charge
pump preferably incorporates intermediate charge storage for
increased efficiency, and preferably does not utilize resistors
for signal control or limiting. Other designs as described in
the prior art use resistors or inductors for voltage control
between the energy source(s) and the energy storage compo-
nents, resulting in limited current flow and therefore lower
efficiency, or use no voltage control at all. In addition, it is
preferable that the charge pump comprises MOSFETs, which
require voltage, not current, for switching.

The embodiment of the high voltage capacitive charge
pump pictured in FIG. 6 preferably follows an input voltage
rectifier. The operation of the charge pump is preferably
dynamically controlled by the control module (FIG. 5), based
on the voltage level of the supercapacitors C19 and C21
measured by the control module.

The capacitors C6, C8, C10, Cll in the charge pump pref-
erably have a low capacitive value and low leakage, allowing
the system to scavenge low charge levels presented by both
high impedance, low power environmental generators such as
piezoelectric vibration sources, as well as low impedance
higher available charge generators such as photovoltaic cells
under a high intensity source. In order to present the super-
capacitors with a high charging voltage, the flux of current
from the charge pump capacitors during switching is prefer-
ably controlled by the switching rate, which is preferably
dynamically changed with time by the control module. For
example, when little charge is available from the generators,
the switch rate is preferably decreased. When there is ample
charge available, the switch capacitors achieve their final
value very quickly, and the switch rate is preferably
increased. This dynamic control allows the system to take
advantage of very low levels of ambient energy while main-
taining a high charge voltage into the supercapacitors.

If desired, the storage capacitors C6, C8, C10 and Cll in
the charge pump are switched from parallel to series prefer-
ably by using low resistance, low gate-source voltage MOS-
FETS. To increase the efficiency of the transistors, the gate
signals are preferably conditioned by ultra-low current op-
amps U15 and U16, thereby increasing transistor saturation
and decreasing the channel resistance. When the control mod-
ule determines that the desired system voltage level has been
obtained, or conversely that no energy is available at the input,
switching of the charge pump is preferably halted to conserve
power.

In greater detail, an embodiment of the Voltage Charge
Pump circuit of the present invention, shown in FIG. 6, is
preferably operated by switching off FET Q45 and switching
on FETs Q36 and Q37, thereby switching capacitors C8 and
C6 from parallel into series and providing a current flow path
to charge capacitors Cll and C10 inparallel with FET Q46 on
and FETs Q39 and Q38 off. The gates of Q36, Q45 and Q37
are preferably exactly out of phase with the gates of Q39,
Q46, and Q38.

After the charge is transferred into Cll and C10 at the
higher voltage, the process is preferably reversed, with FETs
Q36 and Q37 turning off and Q45 turning on so that capaci-
tors C8 and C6 are recharged in parallel, while simulta-
neously FET Q46 is turned off and Q39 and Q38 are turned
on, thereby switching capacitors Cll and C10 from parallel
into series and providing a current flow path discharging Cll

and C10 into the supercapacitors through diode D27 at the
higher voltage. Diodes D22 and D23 block the back-flow of
charge from capacitors C6 when in series with C8, and C10
when in series with Cll. Diode D21 blocks the back-flow of

s charge from capacitors C8 and C6.

An FET Gate Conditioner circuit is also depicted in FIG. 6.
Saturation of the charge pump switching FETs is typically
only possible with gate-source voltage levels that go as high
as the highest levels seen by the sources of the respective

10 transistors. This is preferably accomplished with gate voltage
conditioning provided by the FET Gate Conditioner circuit.
This circuit preferably takes the digital voltage switching
signals provided by the control module, utilizing ultra-low-
power operational amplifiers in the saturated or comparator

15 mode, or alternatively transistors in a totem-pole configura-
tion, to swing the signals to the positive rail provided by either
(1) VCC when the supercapacitors are at low voltage and
charging, or (2) the supercapacitor voltage when it exceeds
VCC. This higher gate-source voltage differential preferably

20 saturates the FETs in the charge pump when switching, allow-
ing for the low channel impedances necessary for highly
efficient switching with very low current drain. This action
preferably allows the charge pump to operate on very small
quiescent current, enabling the pump to charge to higher

25 voltages with less input power.

When neces sary, the control module may switch the energy
storage supercapacitors into series, at least doubling the out-
put voltage at high power levels. This action can drive higher
voltage loads, or provide the higher voltage necessary for

30 backup battery charging. In this case, a Voltage Output and
Doubling Circuit, shown in FIG. 7, is preferably employed.
The signal preferably drives low the gates of FETs Q32 and
Q43, thereby switching the capacitors C21 and C19 into
series. Diode D28 blocks the back-flow of current from C19

35 to C21. An output signal from the control module preferably
drives high the gate of FET Q44, pulling low the gate of FET
Q50, turning on the output of power from C19 to the output
pin.

FIG. 8 depicts an embodiment of a Backup Battery Charg-
40 ing Module circuit, which preferably provides the voltages

and currents necessary to charge the backup battery module
as described above. Unlike other implementations of charg-
ing circuits, which often use power hungry transformers, this
circuit preferably comprises low power op-amps.

45 Although the invention has been described in detail with
particular reference to these preferred embodiments, other
embodiments can achieve the same results. Variations and
modifications of the present invention will be obvious to those
skilled in the art and it is intended to cover all such modifi-

50 cations and equivalents. The entire disclosures of all patents
and publications cited above are hereby incorporated by ref-
erence.

What is claimed is:

55 1. A method for delivering power to a load, the method
comprising the steps of collecting charge from an energy
source; boosting a voltage of the collected charge with a
charge pump; controllably charging a supercapacitor to a
threshold voltage; controllably charging a battery from the

60 supercapacitor; and delivering power from the supercapacitor
to a load; wherein the step of controllably charging a super-
capacitor comprises adjusting a rate of the switching step
based on a parameter selected from the group consisting of a
charging rate of the supercapacitor and a power level of the

65 energy source.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the voltage of the col-
lected charge is less than half of the threshold voltage.
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3. The method of claim 2 wherein the voltage of the col-

lected charge is approximately one fourth of the threshold
voltage.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the threshold voltage is
programmable.

5. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of
switching a second supercapacitor from being in parallel with
the supercapacitor to being in series with the supercapacitor.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the switching step com-
prises delivering power at a delivery voltage higher than the
threshold voltage to the load or to charge the battery.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the delivery voltage is
approximately twice the threshold voltage.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of
switching at least two capacitors in the charge pump from
being in parallel to being in series.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of controllably
charging a supercapacitor comprises adjusting a rate of the
switching step based on a parameter selected from the group
consisting of a charging rate of the supercapacitor and a
power level of the energy source.

10. The method of claim 8 further comprising the step of
conditioning charge pump gate voltages.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the conditioning step
comprises saturating one or more FETs in the charge pump.

12. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of
recharging the supercapacitor from the charge pump when
power from the energy source is available.

13. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of
recharging the supercapacitor from the battery when power
from the energy source is unavailable.

14. An apparatus for delivering power to a load, the appa-
ratus comprising: at least one energy source; a charge pump
for boosting a voltage of charge collected from said energy
source; a control module; a battery; and one or more super-

14
capacitors for charging said battery and delivering power to a
load; wherein said control module controls charging of said
supercapacitors to a threshold voltage by said charge pump;
and the control module adjusts the rate of switching capaci-

s tors in the charge pump based on a parameter selected from
the group consisting of the charging rate of the supercapaci-
tors and the power level of the energy source.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the voltage of the
collected charge is less than half of the threshold voltage.

10 16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the voltage of the
collected charge is approximately one fourth of the threshold
voltage.

17. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the control module
is programmable.

15 18. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said supercapacitors
are switched to being arranged in series for delivering power
at a delivery voltage higher than the threshold voltage to said
load or to charge said battery.

19. The apparatus of claim 18 wherein the delivery voltage
20 is approximately twice the threshold voltage.

20. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said control module
adjusts a rate of switching capacitors in said charge pump
based on a parameter selected from the group consisting of a
charging rate of said supercapacitors and a power level of said

25 energy source.
21. The apparatus of claim 14 further comprising a FET

gate conditioner circuit for saturating one or more FETs in
said charge pump.

22. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said supercapacitors
so are recharged from said charge pump when power from said

energy source is available.
23. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said supercapacitors

are recharged from said battery when power from said energy
source is unavailable.
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